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!t is known that if & is a finite positive Borei measure on Ike unit cir.& 
24 := {‘EC : 1~1 = 11 with $>O a.e. in [O, 2x]: then 
uniformly in 120, where {~~(z)~~=c is the set of orthonormal polytomiais with 
respect to dp. Recently, Nevai proved that if ! *) halds uniformly in ! > G, then ,n’ > SC! 
a.e. in CO, 2x1. In this note we establish another characterization of such measures 
in terms of Tut&-type inequalities and we utilize it to give an alternative proof of 
Nevai’r result. _ %. 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let & be a finite positive Bore1 measure on the unit cixlbe .?A := 
{ZEC : (zj = 1) with its support an infinite set. Let v,?(z)= cp,f&, 5) := 
K,Z"+ ..' E.pn, K,>& t?=o, 1: 2:..., be the nth orthonormai poiynomial 
with respect o tip; that is, 
Rahmanov proved (cf. [9, p. iO6j) 
TmoREM A. If p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 271.1, rJie.r? 
* Research supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation under Grant DM%?Sl- 
4026. 
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In [ 51 (see also [8]), Mate et al. gave a much simpler proof of 
Theorem A. In doing so, they established (cf. [S, Theorem 3, p. 641) 
THEOREM B. Zf $ >O a.e. in [0, 27r], then 
lim ( e27: lc2(z)12 1 
n-s. do ,‘p,r+,(z)12-11 dd=oT 
i0 r=e , (2) 
uniformly in 13 0. 
On the one hand, Theorem A follows from Theorem B (cf. [5: 
Theorem 2, p. 641). On the other hand, as noted in [S, Remark (a), p. 641, 
Theorem B follows from Theorem A except for the uniformity in 1. In fact, 
recently Nevai (cf. [7, Theorem 1.1, p. 2951) proved that (2) implies $>O 
a.e. in [0,2r7]. In this paper we establish another characterization of 
measures with positive derivative and we use it to give an alternative proof 
of the above mentioned result of Nevai. 
In [4], the following inequality of Turan played an essential role. 
THEOREM C (cf. [6, Corollary 7.5, p. 2581 j. Zf ,D’>O a.e. in [0, 2x1, 
then for etlery b E (0,27c] there is an E > 0 such that 
holds for ecery n > 0 and ez;ery Bore1 set E c ?A with Lebesgue measure 
(El 3 6. 
We are concerned with the following question: Is p’ > 0 a.e. in [OF 27~1 
necessary for (3)? To answer this question, we prove the following refine- 
ment of Theorem C which characterizes measures with positive derivative 
in terms of Tut&r-type inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. Let d,u be a finite positice Bore1 measure on ?A with infinite 
support. Then ,u’ > 0 a.e. in [0,271] if and or+ if jbr eaery 6 E (0,27c] and 
p E (0, l), there exists an integer N(6, p) such that 
(4) 
for all Bore1 sets E c c?A with ) E( 2 6. 
ProoJ: Let us first assume that p’> 0 a.e. in [0,2n]. Then by [6, 
Theorem 7.4, p. 2571, 
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uniformly for ali Bore1 sets E c ?A. Thus; given d E fcj, 27~: and z8 E (0, 1 i: 
we can find an integer X(6, p) such that 
tuniformly for all Bore1 sets E c ?A. Hence, when yi 3 X(3, p 1: 
for a!i Bore1 sets E c Cd with [El 2 6, which establishes (4). 
Now assume that (4) holds. From the Lebesgue decomposition (5. [!C. 
p. 21-j 1 
dp = p’ d6 + d,p3, 
where d;i, I d0. Assume that dps is concentrated on a Borei set A. Then 
Given E>G, take 6=2x and p~(0, lj such that ix-p6=2x(i-pj~e. 
Then, for n 3 N(2n, p): we get from (4) with E= A’ 
and so 
when n z N(27c, p). Hence: 
Now set 
B := (0~ [0,2x: : g’(Qj=Oj. 
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If (BI =: 5,,>0, then for n>;V(6,? f), we have from (4) 
;a,< [ 
‘B 
iq,J2dp=j 
B 
!0,,12d~~~~~~!(P,12dll,, 
which contradicts (5). Therefore (B( = 0, i.e., CL’ > 0 a.e. in [0, 2x]. 1 
Now we state and prove Nevai’s result (cf. [7, Theorem 1.1, p. 2951). 
THEOREM 2. Let dp be a finite positice Bore1 measure on ZA with infinite 
support. Then ,u’ > 0 a-e. in [0,27r] if and only if (2) holds uniformly in 12 0. 
In the proof of Theorem 2 we make use of the following lemma in [6: 
Lemma 4.2, p. 2481. It is a consequence of [2, Theorem 5.2.2, p. 1981 (also 
see [I? formula (1.20)? p. 71). 
LEM~ 3. For anyfe C(aA), 
PI272 f(z) 
lim ( 
,*2x 
7 d0 = J f(z) dp, 
n+r “0 lq,(z)l- 0 
z = eie. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Theorem B? we only need show that (2) 
implies p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 27~1. To do so, it suffices, from Theorem 1 to show 
that (2) implies (4). 
Assume that (2) holds. Let 6 E (0,27c] and PE (0, 1) be given. We will 
proceed in three steps. 
Step I. We first show that (4) holds uniformly for every set E which is 
a finite union of open intervals. 
Assume that 
E= fi (ai, /?,)cZA, (ai, Pi) n (%jY Pji, = @25, i#j, (6) 
i= 1 
and IEJ 26. 
It is easy to see that there exists an fE,pE C(dA) and El := 
lJ;= I (2;. pi) c E such that 
%E,W~fE&)Q&)T ZEdA 
(where xK denotes the characteristic function of the set Kc C), and 
lEll = /P2 IE(. 
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By (2 j: we can find an integer M(6, p) such that, for PI >, Mjd. ,g). 
uniformly in 12 0 and E is of the form givec in (6). Thus. for n > ~(6. p;: 
uniformly in 12 0 and E of the form given in (6) with 1El >, 6, From 
Lemma 3, by letting I-+ CC, we get 
Hence, 
uniformly for E of the form given in (6) with IEI > d. 
Srep II Next we show that (4) holds uniformly for every open subset 
E of ?A with IEl> 6. 
We can write such an open set as 
and 
Let tn be so large that 
g (pi-rli)2,i?' '6 
i=l 
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Then, when n 2 M(p’:‘d, PI:~), where M( ., .) is given by Step I, we have 
uniformly for any open set E c dd with 1 E( 3 6. 
Step ZZZ. We complete the proof by showing that E can be any Bore1 
set with (El >b. 
For such a set E we can find, by the outer-regularity of measure 1 qPNI ’ dp, 
an open set G,,,. E 1 E such that 
Therefore, by Step II and the inequality l&J > S, we have 
[ !(p,J2dp3p1:’ [ I~,12d~Bp”‘.p”*b=pS, 
‘E ” GE 
when n 3 M(p’~46, p1!4 j. 1 
Finally, we remark that in [3], Lubinsky gave an explicit expression of 
a pure jump distribution (i.e., a discrete measure) dtl on Zd such that (cf. 
[3, formula (2.22), p. 5231) 
2 .3’ 
I large enough, where Qj(z) := (l/~.~)cp~(z) and C> 0 is a constant inde- 
pendent of 2. Consequently, 
lim I@,(O)l = 0, 
n-* 
which is equivalent to ( 1) (cf., e.g., [S, formula (7), p. 661). Summarizing 
these remarks. we can state 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a finite positice Bore1 measure that is a pure 
jump distribution but for which (I) holds. 
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